CROSS REFERENCE SHEET

MAIN SUBJECT:
Suspected Physical Compromise

CLASSIFICATION NUMBER:
Radiograms-Missile Compromise

To: ASA AS IN 1430
From: PHILCOM

BRIEF SUMMARY:
Report of suspected physical compromise of systems and equipment held by State Dept, located in US Embassy, Manila. Officer and two enlisted men from this command, all three cleared for cryptographic work, were granted entry to State Dept. Code Roos 18 Jan 49 without registration or identification other than verbal self introduction as PHILCO Crypto Security Officer.

Classifier: Mrs Beyke
Typist: Mrs Beyke

Routed to: File
Date of Classifying: 18 Feb 49

CROSS REFERENCE NUMBERS:

FILE: Department-State

Declassified and approved for release by NSA on 07-30-2014 pursuant to E.O. 13526